Simplified Myers Briggs Type Compatibility Chart
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Chart Legend
Uh-Oh, Think This One Through
It Could Work, But Not Ideal
One Sided Match
It's Got a Good Chance
Often Listed as an Ideal Match

Notes: The compatibility above is based on relationship satisfaction surveys as well as type compatibility.
Keep in mind, by its very name, this is meant to be a simplified chart for quick reference. Every relationship is
unique. A good match on this chart doesn't necessarily mean a good match in real life, nor does a bad match
mean an otherwise healthy relationship is doomed.
Do not rely solely on this chart for making decisions on existing relationships, whether romantic or in the
workplace. If you want to better understand a particular relationship, I strongly recommend reading deeper
on each of the two types before jumping to any conclusion. You can learn more about some of the types
on the links below:

What does an ENFP and ISTJ marriage look like? Can it work?
ENFP and ISTJ Relationships: How To Make a Change

Is it possible for an Idealist (ENFP, INFP, INFJ, ENFJ) to date an S type or is this a recipe for disaster?
Can an Idealist (ENFP, INFP, INFJ, ENFJ) date a SENSOR?!

Is ENFP and INTJ an unlikely pairing or a really good partnership?
ENFP and INTJ Relationships and Business Partnerships

ENFPs are interested in emotions, they enjoy variety and new experiences. These traits are
considered as more typical of women in our society. How does this affect the ENFP men dating?
The ENFP Male and Traditional Masculinity

Can INFPs have casual flings? I reveal a deep web of limiting beliefs and rules keeping one INFP
from finding true love.
INFP & Casual Relationships

Want More?
Check out my free email courses, ask me anything, and connect with me at

www.DreamsAroundTheWorld.com

